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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 26 28.2 6.3 40 70.6 3.6
2 488 27.8 7.2 40 69.4 67.2
3 54 28.5 7.8 40 71.3 7.4
4 120 27.2 7.2 40 68.1 16.5
5 37 30.5 5.2 40 76.3 5.1
6 12 43.5 20.8 80 54.4 1.6
7 14 60.9 13.4 80 76.1 1.9
8 93 49.7 16.8 80 62.1 12.8
9 396 54.2 15.7 80 67.7 54.5

10 24 61.7 13.9 80 77.1 3.3
11 30 51 17.6 80 63.7 4.1
12 82 56.4 14.4 80 70.4 11.3
13 38 47 16.7 80 58.8 5.2
14 9 57.4 12.1 80 71.8 1.2
15 28 61.9 10.4 80 77.3 3.9
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

AO2 - sensible observations and overview.



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - sensible application of terminology.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - reasonable observations but largely descriptive. Needs more analysis of HOW meaning is created.



Line



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - some range of terms relevantly applied.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - sensible interpretation of meaning.



Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - more descriptive here.



Line







24



Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 3+   15 marksSome evidence of integrated studySensible use of terms but at times needs to be more preciseClearly organised response - focuses on questionAO2 – Band 3+   9 marksMainly sensible interpretation of the extract but some lapses into descriptionSensible analysis of how language creates meaningMainly sensible reading of implicit meaningSome misreadingTotal = 24/40



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - analysis is a bit vague here. Largely descriptive. Again, needs more focus on HOW meaning is created.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - needs to be more precise. The term needs to be linked to the specific example.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - reasonable observations. Analysis needs to be more concrete and firmly rooted in the text.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - misreads.
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Section B Shakespeare essay 
 


Section B Mark Allocation 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 
80 marks 35 15 30 


 
 
The indicative content, reference to relevant terms and contextual factors are suggested 
approaches rather than an exhaustive list.  Do not expect to see all of the points below.  It is 
possible that candidates may select entirely different approaches.  We should keep an open 
mind and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate independent thinking. 
 
Candidates may choose to discuss stylistic features and parts of the plays which do not 
appear in the mark scheme.  Reward all valid points. 
 
In their response, candidates are required to: 
 
● apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study 
● analyse how meanings are shaped 
● demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which 


texts are produced and received. 
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6. Explore Shakespeare’s presentation of men and masculinity in Antony and 
Cleopatra. [80] 


 
AO1 • The majority of candidates are likely to discuss the roles of Antony, 


Pompey and Caesar within the play 
• Candidates may consider the role of the male hero 
• Candidates may also explore the different attitudes displayed by men 


throughout the play 
• There may also be some consideration of the masculine hierarchy 


within the play 
• Masculine power struggles may also be explored 
• Relevant themes such as loyalty, duty, power, betrayal and rivalry may 


be explored in relation to male characters 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the differing roles men play 


within the text. Some candidates may also discuss Cleopatra as ‘masculine’ 
– command of soldiers, established ruler, etc. Candidates are free to 
discuss different interpretations of men and masculinity as long as they 
consider how these issues are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Antony’s history as a Roman hero 
• Caesar as representative of supreme Roman status 
• Antony’s fall from Roman grace 
• how Antony’s reputation is destroyed through his relationship with 


Cleopatra – his feminisation 
• the rivalry between Caesar and Antony 
• Caesar’s treatment of Lepidus 
• male attitudes to women 
• Antony’s identity crisis – the way he alludes on several occasions to his 


loss of identity 
• Antony’s suicide and the impact of that on masculine values. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the 
representation of men and masculinity. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the historical influences in the play 
• classical Roman masculinity 
• the role of the hero/Roman hero 
• the role of men within a patriarchal society 
• male attitudes to women 
• the importance of masculine reputation within both Roman and Egyptian 


society 
• the masculinity of war. 
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7. ‘O hard, when love and duty clash.’ Explore the presentation of different 


attitudes towards duty in Antony and Cleopatra.    [80] 
 


AO1 • The play centres on the conflict between love and duty. 
• Candidates are likely to explore the theme of duty in the personal and 


public domains. 
• The majority of responses will focus on Antony’s relationship with 


Cleopatra and the internal struggle he faces. 
• There is also likely to be discussion of Caesar’s attitude to duty. 
• There may also be some consideration of how soldiers are used to 


explore the theme of duty. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of the theme of 


duty to the play as a whole. Candidates are free to discuss any different 
interpretations of duty as long as they consider how these issues are 
explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Antony’s duty as one of the three leaders of the Roman Empire and a 


proven soldier 
• Antony’s refusal to answer the call of duty from Rome 
• Antony’s inability to reconcile his Roman duty with his human passions 
• Cleopatra’s request that Antony put their love above formal duty 
• Antony’s shift from military commander to Cleopatra’s lover 
• how Antony’s inner conflict (duty v love) leads to the war with Caesar 
• Caesar’s ability to place duty before emotion – the marriage of his sister 


to Antony 
• Antony’s marriage of duty to Octavia 
• Antony’s abandonment of duty when he returns to Egypt and Cleopatra 
• how Enobarbus abandons his dutiful role to Antony and defects 
• Cleopatra’s duty as a leader and her suicide 
• military duty as represented by the soldiers in the play 
• duty and death. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the 
theme of duty in the play. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the historical influences in the play 
• issues of masculine duty 
• gender roles 
• duty in the military context of the play 
• the importance of duty in both Rome and Egypt. 
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8. A compassionate but flawed heroine.’ Discuss Shakespeare’s presentation of 


Cordelia in the light of this statement. [80] 
 


AO1 • Cordelia is significant in the play largely due to her role in the opening 
scene of the play and the consequences that her actions cause. 


• The majority of responses are likely to consider her relationship with her 
father and sisters.   


• Relevant themes such as loyalty, duty, love and betrayal may be 
explored in relation to Cordelia’s character. 


• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 
and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 


• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 
well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of Cordelia in 


the play. They may choose to agree or disagree with the viewpoint that she 
is a compassionate but flawed heroine.  Candidates are free to discuss 
different interpretations of Cordelia’s character as long as they consider how 
these readings have been constructed. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• the love test and Cordelia’s reaction to it 
• her public humiliation of her father 
• Cordelia’s silence 
• her defiance as a challenge to the patriarchal order 
• Cordelia as a moral force of goodness and virtue 
• Cordelia as ‘too perfect’ – a character that audiences may not 


particularly like 
• Cordelia’s relationship with her father and sisters 
• her symbolic importance in the play 
• her role as a selfless daughter who embodies virtues such as 


compassion, pity and love 
• Cordelia’s long absence from the play 
• her death.  


 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus of the question – 
Cordelia as a flawed but compassionate heroine. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the role of women in a patriarchal society 
• conventional parent/child relationships 
• Cordelia’s initial subversion of the stereotypical daughter but then her 


conformity in the latter stages of the play 
• how Cordelia’s return could be interpreted as a restoration of patriarchy 
• how Cordelia would have been perceived by a Jacobean audience 
• how modern audiences may react to Cordelia. 
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9. ‘Human suffering has entirely human origins.’  Examine the different ways in 


which suffering is presented in King Lear. [80] 
 


AO1 • The play includes a number of forms of suffering - physical, emotional 
and mental suffering. 


• The majority of responses are likely to consider the suffering and deaths 
of Lear and Cordelia. 


• Some consideration of Gloucester’s blinding and its metaphorical 
significance is also to be expected. 


• Candidates may also consider Edmund’s suffering as the illegitimate 
son. 


• Candidates may also consider how suffering is self-inflicted. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of suffering 


within the play. Candidates are free to discuss any different interpretations 
as long as they consider how these issues are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• the parallel suffering in the main and sub-plot 
• Lear’s suffering at the hands of Goneril and Regan 
• how far Lear’s suffering is a consequence of his own actions 
• Lear’s mental demise and subsequent death 
• Gloucester’s suffering at the hands of Edmund 
• Edmund’s suffering within society 
• the violent blinding of Gloucester 
• Cordelia’s banishment and tragic death 
• Poor Tom as a representation of human suffering 
• the Gods’ torture of humans 
• suffering and pain orchestrated by women 
• Cornwall’s enjoyment of inflicting pain 
• Lear as a tragic hero. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the way 
suffering is presented. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the historical influences in the play 
• the Chain of Being 
• parent/child relationships 
• gender roles in a patriarchal society 
• the play as a tragedy 
• Christian virtues and religious influence.  
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10. ‘’A stereotypical female in a male-dominated society.’ Discuss Shakespeare’s 
 presentation of Hero in the light of this statement. [80] 
 


AO1 • Hero is significant in the play largely due to her position as a woman in 
society. 


• The majority of responses are likely to consider her relationship with 
Claudio.   


• Consideration of her relationship with Beatrice would also be relevant. 
• Relevant themes such as love, betrayal, marriage, duty and patriarchy 


may be explored in relation to Hero’s character. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of Hero and her function within the 


play. There should be some consideration of her thematic importance and 
her role within a patriarchal society. Candidates are free to discuss different 
interpretations of her character as long as they consider how these issues 
are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Hero as the ‘ideal’ women’ – respectful, chaste, obedient and quiet 
• Hero’s conventional submissiveness 
• the arranged marriage and Hero’s passivity  
• her relationship with her father 
• Hero’s limited actions and words within the play 
• the contrast between Hero and Beatrice 
• Hero’s public denunciation and victimisation 
• how Hero’s reputation is publicly slandered 
• Claudio being tricked by Hero 
• the happy resolution of the play. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the 
perception of Hero as a stereotypical female in a male-dominated society. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• concepts of the ‘ideal’ Elizabethan women 
• the role of women in a patriarchal society 
• gender inequality 
• female oppression 
• formal courtships of the period 
• the role of marriage within a male-dominated society 
• conventional father/daughter relationships. 
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11. ‘Both comic and serious.’ Examine the different ways Shakespeare presents 
the theme of deception in Much Ado About Nothing.    [80] 


 
AO1 • Deception is clearly an important theme in the play. 


• Candidates may choose to explore this theme through characters or plot 
structure. 


• There is likely to be discussion of Dogberry and The Watch as a comic 
device. 


• Candidates are also likely to explore the Hero/Claudio plot. 
• Candidates are also likely to consider the relationship between Beatrice 


and Benedict.  
• The way that deception – both comic and serious – causes tension at 


various points in the play would also be a valid approach. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of the theme of 


deception in the play. There should be some understanding of both the 
serious and comic nature of the theme.  Candidates should discuss any 
different interpretations as long as they consider how these issues are 
explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• the title of the play 
• Don Pedro and his role as the benevolent matchmaker 
• the comic role that Dogberry and the Watch play 
• the self-deception of Dogberry and the Watch 
• Don John’s malevolent deception which leads to Hero being discredited 
• Claudio’s deception by Don John and Borachio 
• how the failure of Dogberry and the Watch to make Leonato aware of the 


deception nearly results in tragedy 
• Hero’s deception of Claudio and his belief that he is marrying someone 


else 
• the self-deception of Beatrice and Benedick 
• the deception of Beatrice and Benedick by Don Pedro and his 


accomplices 
• how deception causes tension at various points in the play 
• the resolution of the play. 
  
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus in the question, the way 
deception is presented as both comic and serious. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used relevantly in 
response to this question might be: 
• the play’s genre 
• elements of both tragedy and comedy 
• the importance of honour in a patriarchal society 
• the influence of patriarchal expectations 
• gender roles 
• the role of marriage. 
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12. Examine the different ways in which Shakespeare presents male power in 


Othello. [80] 
 


AO1 • Masculine power is clearly a significant theme in the play. 
• Candidates may choose to write about different types of male power – 


physical, emotional, verbal and psychological. 
• The majority of candidates are likely to consider male power over 


women. 
• There is likely to be consideration of the relationship between Othello 


and Desdemona. 
• Candidates are also likely to focus on Iago. 
• Male power struggles would also be a relevant approach. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the 


text and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis. 


• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 
well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of the theme of 


male power to the play as a whole. Candidates are free to discuss any 
different interpretations of power as long as they consider how these 
issues are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Othello as a representative of both military and social power 
• Iago seeking Othello’s social power and privilege 
• the juxtaposition between Othello and Iago 
• power and opposition within relationships – Cassio/Bianca, Iago/Emilia 
• Iago’s treatment of Desdemona 
• the manipulative power of Iago – both his use of language and actions 
• Iago’s duplicitous personality and the power that gives him 
• Iago’s power over Roderigo 
• Othello’s relationship with Desdemona 
• Othello’s attempts to assert his power over Desdemona 
• how Othello is corrupted by his own power – the constant desire to be 


in control leads to his own downfall 
• Othello’s ethnicity as a Moor – a symbol of power at the start of the 


play but it later becomes a source of alienation 
• the destructive effect of male power. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
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AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus of the question, male 
power. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the historical influences in the play 
• the role of the male hero 
• the role of men within a patriarchal society 
• male attitudes to women 
• representations of masculinity. 
• Othello’s role as the tragic hero 
• attitudes to race 
• gender roles in patriarchal societies 
• power and social status. 
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13. ‘An open enemy is better than a false friend.’ Explore Shakespeare’s 
presentation of the theme of disloyalty in Othello.  [80] 


 
AO1 • The theme of disloyalty is clearly a significant one in the play. 


• The majority of responses are likely to focus on Iago. 
• There is likely to be some discussion of the relationship between Iago 


and Othello. 
• Some consideration of Iago’s punishment for his actions and whether 


this is fulfilling for the audience is also a relevant approach. 
• Candidates are also likely to consider the relationship between Othello 


and Desdemona. 
• Candidates may also make some reference to the theme of loyalty. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of how Shakespeare uses theme of 


disloyalty. Candidates should discuss any different interpretations as long as 
they consider how these issues are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Desdemona’s disloyalty to her father by marrying Othello 
• Iago’s disloyalty to Othello when he exposes his secret marriage to 


Desdemona 
• Iago’s engineering of Cassio’s downfall and the way he manipulates the 


situation 
• Iago’s treatment of Roderigo 
• Emilia’s disloyalty to Desdemona by lying about the handkerchief 
• the way Iago destroys Othello’s peace of mind 
• Othello’s disloyalty to his wife by betraying her love and trust 
• Emilia’s disloyalty to her husband by betraying him for justice. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus of the question, the 
theme of disloyalty. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• gender roles in patriarchal societies 
• power and social status 
• male attitudes to women 
• male rivalry 
• marriage 
• conventional parent/child relationships 
• the role of the Machiavellian villain 
• the revenge tragedy. 
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14. Consider how far you agree with the viewpoint that ‘Shakespeare has made 
Prospero a difficult character for audiences to sympathise with.’   [80] 


 
AO1 • Prospero is clearly a significant character who dominates much of the 


action in the play. 
• There is likely to be consideration of his interaction with other 


characters. 
• Candidates are likely to explore his relationship with Miranda. 
• Some candidates may take a thematic approach to exploring his 


character. 
• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text 


and apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as 


well as in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an 
appropriate academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of how Shakespeare creates an 


impression of Prospero. Candidates are free to discuss different 
interpretations as long as they consider how these issues are explored. 
Candidates are free to explore how audiences may react in different ways – 
sympathetic or unsympathetic – towards Prospero’s character. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Prospero’s all-consuming  need for power 
• his ego and arrogant nature 
• his abuse of his own powers 
• his over-protective and domineering relationship with his daughter 
• Prospero’s abusive/manipulative relationship with Ariel 
• Prospero’s treatment of Caliban 
• Prospero’s testing of Sebastian 
• Prospero’s over-riding emotion being his desire for revenge 
• issues surrounding revenge and retribution 
• Prospero’s lack of humility and lack of empathy for anyone else 
• the ending of the play. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. 
There should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their 
response and they should consider how meaning has been created. 
 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus of the question, 
Prospero and whether audiences are likely to sympathise with him. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used 
relevantly in response to this question might be: 
• the genre of the play 
• issues of colonialism/cultural imperialism 
• parent/child relationships 
• patriarchal society 
• social status and power 
• the role of magic 
• audience reaction. 
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15. ‘Power tends to corrupt.’ Examine the different ways in which Shakespeare 
presents power in The Tempest.       [80]  


 
AO1 • Power is a key theme in the play. 


• Candidates are likely to explore this theme by examining relationships 
between characters. 


• Candidates may choose to write about different types of power – physical, 
emotional, verbal, etc. 


• There may also be consideration of the various power struggles within the 
play. 


• Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 


• Accuracy and coherence will be seen in the way knowledge is used as well as 
in the candidate’s ability to organise material and choose an appropriate 
academic style and register. 


 
AO2 Candidates need to show understanding of the significance of the theme of power 


to the play as a whole. Candidates are free to discuss any different interpretations 
of power as long as they consider how these issues are explored. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Prospero as the all-controlling, omnipresent ruler 
• master/servant relationships e.g. Prospero’s dominance of Ariel and Caliban 
• Prospero’s power in conjuring up the storm 
• Prospero’s relationship with Miranda 
• the way that Stephano and Trinculo treat Caliban 
• Prospero’s overthrow and enslavement of Caliban 
• the abuse of power e.g. Stephano and Trinculo allowing Caliban to think they 


are Gods, Prospero spying on Miranda 
• Antonio seizing Prospero’s title and property 
• the use of power to manipulate 
• spiritual or supernatural power 
• the power struggles amongst the Italian nobles  
• the use of magic as a form of power. 
 
Candidates should support their analysis with relevant textual reference. There 
should be some analysis of literary and linguistic features in their response and 
they should consider how meaning has been created. 
 


AO3 Candidates must engage with the contextual focus of the question, power within 
the play. 
 
All valid contextual comments should be rewarded. 
 
Some of the key contextual points which could be rewarded if used relevantly in 
response to this question might be: 
• social status and hierarchy 
• gender roles in a patriarchal society 
• issues of colonialism/cultural imperialism 
• conventional father/daughter relationships 
• the role of magic 
• sovereignty and kingship. 
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Unit 3 Section B Shakespeare Assessment Grid 


Band AO1 
Apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study as 
appropriate, using associated terminology and coherent written expression 


 
(35 marks) 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are shaped 


in texts 
 
 


(15 marks) 


AO3 
Demonstrate the significance and 


influence of the contexts in which texts 
are produced and received 


 
(30 marks) 


5 29-35 marks  
• thorough knowledge, understanding and insights gained from integrated study  
• sophisticated and purposeful application of concepts and methods; apt textual 


support  
• accurate and precise use of terminology  
• effectively organised response, utilising an academic style and register  
• confident and fluent expression  
 


13-15 marks  
• perceptive analysis of how language choices, 


form and structure affect meaning  
• mature and assured reading of texts  
• confident understanding of and appreciation of 


writers’ techniques  


26-30 marks 
• confident evaluation of impact of 


contextual factors in shaping the 
production and reception of texts  


• confident grasp of overview  
 


4 22-28 marks  
• clear evidence of integrated study  
• purposeful use of terminology  
• clearly understands and applies relevant concepts and methods 
• accurate and coherent written expression  
• effectively organised and shaped response  


10-12 marks  
• sustained analysis of how language choices, 


form and structure affect meaning  
• thoughtful reading of texts  
• secure reading of implicit meaning  
• sound understanding of literary/linguistic 


features  
 


20-25 marks  
• sound awareness of the influence of 


contextual factors on the production and 
reception of texts  


• secure grasp of overview  


3 15-21 marks  
• some evidence of integrated study  
• reasonable use of terminology  
• some understanding of literary/linguistic concepts and methods, not always 


relevant  
• generally accurate and coherent written expression  
• clearly organised  


7-9 marks  
• some analysis of how language choices, 


form and structure affect meaning, though 
may not always be sustained  


• sensible reading of texts  
• sensible reading of implicit meaning  
• sensible understanding of literary/ linguistic 


features  


14-19  marks  
• sensible awareness of the influence of 


contextual factors on the production and 
reception of texts  


• sensible grasp of overview  


2 8-14 marks  
• basic evidence of integrated study  
• basic use of key terminology, though may include some inaccuracy  
• basic understanding of concepts and methods 
• lapses in quality of written expression  


• straightforward organisation  


4-6 marks  
• basic analysis of how language choices, form 


and structure affect meaning  
• awareness of key linguistic/ literary features  
• straightforward understanding of texts with 


some generalisation and simplification  


8-13 marks  
• basic awareness of the influence of 


contextual factors on the production and 
reception of texts  


• basic overview  


1 1-7 marks  
• limited evidence of integrated study  
• limited application of concepts and methods 
• irregular use of terminology  
• frequent lapses in clarity  
• response may lack organisation  


1-3 marks  
• limited awareness of how some of the most 


obvious choices in language, form, structure 
and vocabulary create basic meaning  


• superficial analysis of texts  


1-7 marks  
• limited awareness of the influence of 


contextual factors on the production and 
reception of texts  


• limited overview  


0 marks: response not worthy of credit or not attempted 
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Sticky Note

AO3 - some relevant context but a rather descriptive approach. Needs more specific linking to textual examples. The candidate would have been better embedding this context throughout the response.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - some grasp but needs further development.
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Sticky Note

AO2 - needs development. Further use of relevant supporting quotations would be beneficial here.



Sticky Note

AO1 - competent organisation. Focused topic sentence helps shape response.
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Sticky Note

AO1/AO2/AO3 - blended effectively to produce high level analysis.
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Sticky Note

Perceptive and insightful exploration of the text. Language and meaning -AO1/AO2 - closely and relevantly linked.
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Sticky Note

AO1 - would have benefitted from a more focused topic sentence here.
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AO3 - relevant.
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Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - sustained and developed.
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Sticky Note

AO1 - ending of the paragraph needs to link more explicitly to the question.
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AO1 - a more relevant topic sentence could provide a a tighter focus on the question here.
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AO3 - context. More conclusions need to be drawn here in terms of male power.
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AO1 - relevant application of terminology.
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AO1 - needs more explicit link back to the question.



Sticky Note

AO2/AO3 - purposefully links context and meaning.
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Sticky Note

AO1/AO2/AO3 - lots of interesting points but this is in danger of slipping into an essay on women. Implicit links to male power. 
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AO1 - more focus here.
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AO1 - range of terms.
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Sticky Note

AO1 - clear attempt to bring the essay back to the question.







Sticky Note

AO2 - competent reading. AO3 - sound attempt to apply context.
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Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - analysis developed and sustained.
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Sticky Note

AO3 - context but not specifically relevant to the question.
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AO1 - sensible organisation.
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Sticky Note

AO2 - becomes more descriptive.
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Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - clear attempt to address the question but point needs to be expanded.



Sticky Note

AO1 - purposeful application of terminology.
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Sticky Note

AO1 -paragraph concludes with very effective focus on question.
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Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 4    25 marksClear evidence of integrated studySome purposeful use of terminology but needs a wider range for Band 5Coherent written expressionClear attempt to shape response although focus does drift from male power to women in places



Sticky Note

AO2 – Band 4   11 marksSustained discussionThoughtful reading of textSensible discussion of how language creates meaningAt points, the response needs to link more securely back to the question of male power – tends to drift towards women



Sticky Note

AO3 – Band 5-    25 marksMainly confident grasp of contextual factors Confident overview of the text



Sticky Note

Total = 61/80



Sticky Note

Overall, this is a thorough response that engages with the text and makes perceptive observations. At points the analysis is highly skilled and effective.	What prevents this moving into Band 5 is its wavering focus on the question.  This appears to have been a pre-prepared essay on women. There are many relevant links to the question but overall it is not sustained enough for top band. TASK: How can you convert this essay into a Band 5 response on male power?
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AO1/AO2 - clearly attempting to link the position of women back to male power.
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AO1 - syntax issues.
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AO2 - needs development.
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AO2 - some relevance.
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AO1 - some focus.
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AO1 - lack of precise terminology.
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AO2- some reasonable observations.
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AO1/AO2 - attempts to link language to meaning.
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Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 2   9 marksBasic evidence of integrated studyA few terms but limited rangeSome focus on the questionAO2 – Band 2+   6 marksBrief, lacks developmentBasic analysis of how meaning is createdLimited selection of pointsTotal = 15/40
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AO2 - needs development. Some vagueness.
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AO2 - vague. 
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WJEC GCE A LEVEL (NEW) 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE - UNIT 3: SHAKESPEARE 


 
SUMMER 2017 MARK SCHEME 


 
 


Section A – Shakespeare Extract 
 


Section A  Mark Allocation 
 


 AO1 AO2 
40 marks 25 15 


 
 
The indicative content, reference to relevant terms and contextual factors are suggested 
approaches rather than an exhaustive list.  Do not expect to see all of the points below.  It is 
possible that candidates may select entirely different approaches.  We should keep an open 
mind and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate independent thinking. 
 
Candidates may choose to discuss stylistic features and parts of the plays which do not 
appear in the mark scheme.  Reward all valid points. 
 
In their response, candidates are required to: 
 
● apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study 
● analyse how meanings are shaped. 
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1. By focusing on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how 


Shakespeare presents the characters and situation in Act 4, Scene 2. [40] 
 


AO1 Candidates should use coherent written expression within their response. 
 
Candidates should apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis.  
 
Some literary and linguistic features that candidates may choose to explore: 
• Antony’s role as dominant speaker 
• Antony’s pronoun use – ‘I’, ‘me’, ‘thou’, ‘you’ 
• Antony’s use of interrogative utterances – ‘He will not fight with me, 


Domitius?’, ‘Why should he not?’, and ‘Woo’t thou fight well?’ 
• Enobarbus’ minimal response – ‘No’  
• quantifiers – ‘twenty’ and ‘one’ 
• juxtaposition of adverbials of time – ‘To-morrow’ and ‘to-night’ 
• lexical set of war – ‘soldier’, ‘fight’, ‘strike’ 
• Antony’s use of modal verb phrases  - ‘I’ll fight’, ‘I will live’ and ‘shall make 


it live’ 
• abstract noun phrase – ‘dying honour’ 
• imperatives – ‘Call forth…’, ‘Give me thy hand’ 
• plosive alliteration – ‘be bounteous’ 
• lexical set of servitude – ‘servant’, ‘serv’d’. ‘service’, ‘wait on’, ‘followers’ 


‘duty’, ‘master’ 
• the use of the archaic pronoun – ‘thou’ 
• the use of asides 
• sibilance – ‘sorrow shoots’ 
• verb phrase – ‘clapp’d up together’ 
• vocatives – ‘good fellows’, ‘hearty friends’ and ‘my hearts’ 
• possessive determiner -  ‘mine empire’ 
• metaphor – ‘mangled shadow’ 
• simile – ‘like a master/Married to your good service’ 
• celestial imagery – ‘gods’ 
• metaphors - ‘ass’, ‘onion-eyed’ 
• intensifier -  ‘too dolorous’ 
• abstract nouns – ‘Grace’, ‘comfort’, ‘death’, ‘honour’ and ‘consideration’ 
• verb – ‘desire’ 
• infinitive ‘to burn’ 
• antithesis - ‘victorious life’ and ‘death’ 
• modal verb use for reassurance – ‘will lead you’, ‘I’ll expect’ 
• tripling of imperatives at the end of the scene – ‘Let’s to supper, come, 


and drown consideration’. 
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AO2 This extract is interesting in the way that Antony’s language creates an 
emotional and sentimental mood.  Although he puts a brave face on the 
situation, he is clearly aware of the impending doom. Candidates should 
explore how Shakespeare's use of language establishes the characters and 
situation in this scene.  
 
Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Antony’s reaction to Caesar’s refusal to fight 
• the irony of Antony’s question to Enobarbus – ‘Woo’t thou fight well?’ – 


reminds the audience that Enobarbus has made his choice but not yet 
carried it through 


• the way Antony compliments the servants on their loyalty and speaks as 
if this is the last night he will serve him 


• the interpretation of the meal as their final one 
• Cleopatra’s confusion 
• the reaction of Antony’s followers 
• the melancholic tone of Antony’s words  
• Enobarbus’ rebuttal of Antony’s morbid speech  
• Antony’s apparent amusement at the end of the scene at the way his 


words have been interpreted 
• Antony’s reassurances that he expects victory and not defeat 
• the juxtaposition between Antony’s sentimentality and bravado. 
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2. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how 
Shakespeare presents Lear’s state of mind in this extract from Act 3, Scene 4. 
 [40] 


 
AO1 Candidates should use coherent written expression within their response. 


 
Candidates should apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis.  
 
Some literary and linguistic features that candidates may choose to explore: 
• the variation in Lear’s sentence mood 
• Lear as the dominant speaker  
• imperative -  ‘Let me alone’ 
• interrogative utterance –‘Wilt break my heart?’ 
• storm imagery 
• noun phrase -  ‘contentious storm’  
• dynamic verb – ‘invades’ 
• abstract noun phrase – ‘greater malady’ 
• comparative – ‘lesser’ 
• metaphors – ‘roaring sea’, ‘tempest in my mind’ 
• exclamatory tone on the noun phrase ‘filial ingratitude’ 
• modal verb phrases – ‘I will punish’, ‘I will weep no more’, ‘I will endure’ 
• predicative modifiers – ‘free’ and ‘delicate’ 
• interjection – ‘O Goneril, Regan!’ 
• attributive adjectives – ‘old’, ‘kind’ 
• abstract noun – ‘madness’ 
• negative modal verb phrase – ‘will not give me leave to ponder’ 
• vocative – ‘boy’ 
• modal verb phrases – ‘I’ll pray’, ‘I’ll sleep’ 
• modified noun phrase – ‘Poor naked wretches’ 
• plosive alliterative patterning – ‘bide the pelting of this pitiless storm’ 
• aspirant alliteration – ‘houseless heads’ 
• paired noun phrases – ‘houseless heads and unfed sides’ 
• lexical set – ‘poverty’, ‘wretches’ ‘raggedness’, ‘houseless’, ‘unfed’ 
• elision on the verbs – ‘loop’d’ and ‘window’d’ 
• gutteral sound in the abstract noun ‘raggedness’ 
• intensifier – ‘too’ 
• imperatives – ‘Take’, Expose’ 
• plosives - ‘physic’, ‘Pomp’ 
• reflexive pronoun – ‘thyself’ 
• repetition of verb – ‘to feel’ (infinitive) and ‘feel’ 
• sibilant alliterative patterning – ‘shake the superflux’ 
• celestial imagery – ‘heavens’ 
• comparative – ‘more’. 
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AO2 This extract is important as it focuses on Lear’s mental disintegration.  
Candidates should explore HOW Shakespeare's use of language establishes 
Lear’s state of mind at this point in the play. 
 
Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• the symbolic connection between the storm and Lear’s state of mind 
• Lear’s personal tragedy 
• Lear’s descent into madness 
• Lear’s disbelief at his daughter’s betrayal and his obsession with their 


treachery 
• Lear’s focus on others’ lives who are as wretched as his own 
• Lear as regretful, remorseful and compassionate 
• Lear’s self-pity 
• Lear’s recognition of the parallels between his current situation and the 


lives of the wretches 
• the juxtaposition of Lear as king and man 
• Lear’s emerging self-awareness. 
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By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how 
Shakespeare conveys Leonato’s thoughts and feelings in this extract from Act 5, 
Scene 1.          [40] 


 
AO1 Candidates should use coherent written expression within their response. 


 
Candidates should apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis.  
 
Some literary and linguistic features that candidates may choose to explore: 
• Leonato in the role of dominant speaker 
• simile – ‘as profitless as water in a sieve’ 
• imperative utterance – ‘Give not me counsel’  
• verb – ‘delight’  
• repetition of the reflexive pronoun – ‘mine’ 
• use of indefinite article – ‘a’ 
• intensifier – ‘so lov’d’ 
• nouns – ‘father’, ‘child’ 
• third person pronoun ‘him’ 
• third person possessive determiner – ‘his’ 
• abstract nouns – ‘patience’, ‘woe’, ‘grief’ 
• parallelism – ‘strain for strain’, ‘thus for thus’, ‘such a grief for such’ 
• syndetic listing – ‘lineament, branch, shape and form’ 
• imperatives – ‘Bid’, ‘cry’, ‘Patch’, make’, bring’ 
• conjunction -  ‘But’ 
• caesura 
• modal verb phrase – ‘can counsel and speak’ 
• abstract nouns – ‘passion’, ‘rage’, ‘madness’, ‘charm’, ‘agony’, ‘sorrow’, 


‘virtue’ 
• comparative – ‘louder’ 
• modal verb – ‘will’ 
• collocation – ‘flesh and blood’ 
• repetition of verb ‘endure’ – ‘could endure’, ‘shall endure’,  
• metaphor – ‘toothache’ 
• abstract noun – ‘sufferance’  - and verb – ‘suffer’ 
• verb phrase – ‘is belied’ 
• repetition of modal verbs  - ‘will’, ‘shall’ 
• verb – ‘dishonour’. 
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AO2 This extract is important as it suggests Leonato’s need to avenge his daughter.  
Candidates should explore HOW Shakespeare's use of language establishes 
Leonato’s thoughts and feelings. 
 
Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Leonato’s emotional reaction  
• how Leonato presents his suffering 
• how Leonato’s language reveals his anger 
• his indulgence in his grief 
• his justification of his behaviour/grief 
• how Leonato’s emotional reactions outweighs rational thought 
• his need for revenge 
• his decision to challenge Claudio 
• his need to defend Hero’s honour.  
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4. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore 
Shakespeare’s presentation of Iago and his attitudes towards Desdemona in 
this extract from Act 2, Scene 1. [40] 


 
AO1 Candidates should use coherent written expression within their response. 


 
Candidates should apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis.  
 
Some literary and linguistic features that candidates may choose to explore: 
• Iago as the dominant speaker 
• discourse marker – ‘First’ 
• imperative tone in the modal verb phrase – ‘must tell thee’ 
• declarative – ‘Desdemona is directly in love with him’ 
• imperative utterances – ‘Lay’, ‘let’, mark’ 
• third person pronoun – ‘she’ 
• verbs – ‘bragging’ and ‘telling’  
• possessive determiner – ‘her’ 
• noun phrase – ‘fantastical lies’ 
• modal verb – ‘shall’ 
• imagery of hell – ‘devil’ 
• euphemism – ‘act of sport’ 
• infinitive verb – ‘to inflame’ 
• abstract nouns – ‘satiety’, ‘appetite’, loveliness’, ‘sympathy’, ‘manners’, 


‘beauties’ 
• abstract noun phrase – ‘delicate tenderness’ 
• repetition of modal verb – ‘will’ 
• impersonal reflexive pronoun – ‘itself’ 
• verbs – ‘disrelish’ and ‘abhor’ 
• superlative ‘most’ 
• intensifier – ‘so’ 
• repetition of noun – ‘knave’ 
• noun – ‘woman’ 
• rhetorical patterning – ‘blessed’ 
• exclamatory utterances – ‘Blessed fig’s end’, ‘Blessed pudding!’ 
• plosive alliterative patterning – ‘paddle with the palm’ 
• interrogative utterance – ‘Didst not mark her?’ 
• abstract nouns – ‘lechery’, ‘lust’ 
• abstract noun phrases – ‘foul thoughts’, ‘Villainous thoughts’ 
• verb – ‘embraced’ 
• adverbial – ‘together’. 
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AO2 This extract is important as it reflects Iago’s ability to manipulate the 
situation and misrepresent both Desdemona and Cassio.  Candidates 
should explore HOW Shakespeare's use of language establishes the 
characters of Iago and his attitude towards Desdemona. 
 
Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• Iago’s dominance in this extract 
• his plotting and scheming nature 
• Iago’s manipulation of Roderigo and the way he overturns his idealized 


view of Desdemona  
• his disparaging language when talking about Desdemona 
• how Iago discredits Desdemona’s virtue and slanders her reputation 
• the sheer volume of abuse he bestows upon Desdemona  
• his attitudes towards women 
• his resentment towards those of a higher social position than himself 
• Iago’s jealousy 
• how his description of Cassio could be considered a mirror image of 


himself. 
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5. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how 
Shakespeare creates dramatic tension in this extract from Act 2, Scene 1.   [40] 


 
AO1 Candidates should use coherent written expression within their response. 


 
Candidates should apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their 
analysis.  
 
Some literary and linguistic features that candidates may choose to explore: 
• the use of turn taking 
• deictic marker – ‘Here’ 
• repetition of the verb – ‘lies’ 
• noun phrases – ‘obedient steel’, perpetual wink’, ‘ancient morsel’ 
• parallelism – ‘They’ll take’, ‘They’ll tell’ 
• simile  - ‘as a cat laps milk’ 
• metaphor – ‘clock’ 
• vocative  - ‘dear friend’ 
• repetition of modal verb – ‘shall’ 
• imperative – ‘Draw thy sword’ 
• repetition of verb – ‘Draw’ 
• adverbial – ‘together’ 
• abstract noun – ‘danger’ 
• antithesis – ‘dies’ and ‘living’ 
• abstract noun phrase – ‘Open-ey’d conspiracy’ 
• sibilance – Shake off slumber’ 
• imperative – ‘beware’ 
• exclamatory tone – ‘Awake! Awake! 
• juxtaposition of sleep and waking 
• celestial vocative – ‘good angels’ 
• interrogative utterances – ‘Why, how now?’, ‘Why are you drawn?’, 


‘Wherefore ghastly looking?’ 
• fragmentation of syntax 
• interjection – ‘Ho, awake!’ 
• plosive alliterative patterning – ‘burst of bellowing’ 
• repetition of verb – ‘heard’ 
• simile – ‘Like bulls’ 
• superlative – ‘most’ 
• hyperbole -  ‘a din…an earthquake’ 
• onomatopoeic noun – ‘roar’ 
• collective noun – ‘herd of lions’ 
• indefinite article – ‘a humming’ 
• onomatopoeia – ‘humming’ 
• repetition of noun – ‘weapons’ 
• imperative utterance – ‘Let’s draw our weapons.’ 
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AO2 This extract is important as it portrays Antonio and Sebastian devising a plot 
to in which Sebastian will seize his brother’s crown.  Candidates should 
explore HOW Shakespeare's use of language establishes dramatic tension. 
 
Candidates should select appropriate supporting evidence from the text and 
apply relevant literary and linguistic terminology in their analysis. 
 
Reward all valid interpretations. 
 
Candidates may choose to explore: 
• how both the language and action on stage creates dramatic tension 
• the staging of this scene 
• the murder plot 
• how Antonio convinces Sebastian to proceed with the plot 
• the function of Ariel in this extract 
• the reaction of Alonso and Gonzalo when they awaken to find the other 


men with their swords drawn 
• Antonio’s claims that they sought to protect their comrades 
• the immoral and greedy nature of Antonio and Sebastian 
• the use of dramatic irony – Antonio and Sebastian dream of seizing power 


but they are in fact under Prospero’s control 
• the impression the audience would receive of Antonio and Sebastian at 


this point in the play. 
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Unit 3 Section A Shakespeare Assessment Grid 
Band AO1 


Apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study as 
appropriate, using associated terminology and coherent written expression 


(25 marks) 


AO2 
Analyse ways in which meanings are shaped in texts 


 
(15 marks) 


5 21-25 marks  
• thorough knowledge, understanding and insights gained from integrated 


study  
• sophisticated and purposeful application of concepts and methods; apt 


textual support  
• accurate and precise use of terminology  
• effectively organised response, utilising an academic style and register  
• confident and fluent expression  


 


13-15 marks  
• perceptive analysis of how language choices, form and structure 


affect meaning  
• mature and assured reading of texts  
• confident understanding of and appreciation of writers’ techniques  


4 16-20 marks  
• clear evidence of integrated study  
• purposeful use of terminology  
• clearly understands and applies relevant concepts and methods 
• accurate and coherent written expression  
• effectively organised and shaped response  


10-12 marks  
• sustained analysis of how language choices, form and structure 


affect meaning  
• thoughtful reading of texts  
• secure reading of implicit meaning  
• sound understanding of literary/linguistic features  


 
3 11-15 marks  


• some evidence of integrated study  
• reasonable use of terminology  
• some understanding of literary/linguistic concepts and methods, not always 


relevant  
• generally accurate and coherent written expression  
• clearly organised  


7-9 marks  
• some analysis of how language choices, form and structure affect 


meaning, though may not always be sustained  
• sensible reading of texts  
• sensible reading of implicit meaning  
• sensible understanding of literary/ linguistic features  


2 6-10 marks  
• basic evidence of integrated study  
• basic use of key terminology, though may include some inaccuracy  
• basic understanding of concepts and methods 
• lapses in quality of written expression  
• straightforward organisation  


4-6 marks  
• basic analysis of how language choices, form and structure affect 


meaning  
• awareness of key linguistic/ literary features  
• straightforward understanding of texts with some generalisation 


and simplification  
1 1-5 marks  


• limited evidence of integrated study  
• limited application of concepts and methods 
• irregular use of terminology  
• frequent lapses in clarity  
• response may lack organisation  


1-3 marks  
• limited awareness of how some of the most obvious choices in 


language, form, structure and vocabulary create basic meaning  
• superficial analysis of texts  
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Section B: Shakespeare essay


Answer one question in this section.


In your response, you are required to:
 • apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study 
 • analyse how meanings are shaped 
 • demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which texts are 


produced and received


Antony and Cleopatra


Either,


6. Explore Shakespeare’s presentation of men and masculinity in Antony and Cleopatra. [80] 


Or,


7. “O hard, when love and duty clash.” Explore the presentation of different attitudes towards duty 
in Antony and Cleopatra. [80]


 


King Lear


Either,


8. “A compassionate but flawed heroine.” Discuss Shakespeare’s presentation of Cordelia in the 
light of this statement.  [80]


Or, 


9. “Human suffering has entirely human origins.” Examine the different ways in which suffering is 
presented in King Lear.  [80]


Much Ado About Nothing


Either,


10. “A stereotypical female in a male-dominated society.” Discuss Shakespeare’s presentation of 
Hero in the light of this statement. [80]


Or,


11. “Both comic and serious.” Examine the different ways Shakespeare presents the theme of 
deception in Much Ado About Nothing.  [80]
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Othello


Either,


12. Examine the different ways in which Shakespeare presents male power in Othello. [80]


Or,


13. “An open enemy is better than a false friend.” Explore Shakespeare’s presentation of the theme 
of disloyalty in Othello. [80]


The Tempest


Either,


14. How far do you agree with the view that “Shakespeare has made Prospero a difficult character 
for audiences to sympathise with”?  [80] 


Or,


15. “Power tends to corrupt.” Examine the different ways in which Shakespeare presents power in 
The Tempest.  [80]


END OF PAPER
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Sticky Note

AO2/AO3 - descriptive and vague.
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Sticky Note

AO3 - context needs to be more specific. Limited grasp of the concept of masculinity.
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Sticky Note

AO2 - some relevance.
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Sticky Note

AO2 - better grasp of context here.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - basic



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - basic and lacks development.



Sticky Note

AO2 - some relevance.



Line



Line



Sticky Note

There are clear missed opportunities here.AO2 - this paragraph needs textual support and analysis of meaning. AO1 -  terminology  is not addressed as there are no supporting quotations provided.
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Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 2-  8 marksVery basic evidence of integrated studyLimited use of terminologySome organisation



Sticky Note

AO2 – Band 2-    4 marksBrief, undevelopedSome relevance but limited selection of pointsLimited exploration of how language creates meaning



Sticky Note

AO3 – Band 2   10 marksBasic grasp of contextual factors but lacks developmentReasonable overview of the text but lacks depth



Sticky Note

Total = 22/80



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - basic grasp.



Line



Sticky Note

Citing extract used for Section A - limited range in terms of selection of material.



Sticky Note

AO2/AO3 - the conclusion is not particularly effective. Generalised observations.



Line



























































































Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - very competent (if slightly over-detailed) overview.



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - competent application of terms.







Sticky Note

AO1 - topic sentence provides sound focus on the extract.



Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - language and meaning closely linked.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - sophisticated analysis.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - range emerging.



Line



Line



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - sustained analysis. Perceptive and insightful. 







Sticky Note

AO1 - sustains focus on question.



Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - sophisticated application of terms. Perceptive and insightful observations.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - sound use of terminology.



Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - very effective linking of language and meaning. 



Line







Sticky Note

AO1 - sophisticated application of terms.AO2 - mature and perceptive reading.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - sustained at a very competent level.



Line







Sticky Note

AO2 - developed and focused reading.



Sticky Note

AO2 - confident and assured reading of the extract.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - terms are purposefully applied.



Line



Line







40



Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 5+   25 marksThorough knowledge, understanding and insight gained from integrated studySophisticated and purposeful application of terminologyConfident and fluent expressionAO2 – Band 5+   15 marksMature and assured reading of the extractPerceptive discussion of how language creates meaningTotal = 40/40
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Section A: Shakespeare extract


Answer one question in this section.


In your response, you are required to:
 • apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study
 • analyse how meanings are shaped.


Either,


Antony and Cleopatra


1. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how Shakespeare 
presents the characters and situation in this extract from Act 4, Scene 2. [40]


ANTONY  He will not fight with me, Domitius?
ENOBARBUS  No.
ANTONY  Why should he not?
ENOBARBUS  He thinks, being twenty times of better fortune,
  He is twenty men to one.
ANTONY      To-morrow, soldier,
  By sea and land I’ll fight. Or I will live,
  Or bathe my dying honour in the blood
  Shall make it live again. Woo’t thou fight well?
ENOBARBUS  I’ll strike, and cry ‘Take all’.
ANTONY      Well said; come on.
  Call forth my household servants; let’s to-night
  Be bounteous at our meal.
Enter three or four Servitors
      Give me thy hand,
  Thou hast been rightly honest. So hast thou;
  Thou, and thou, and thou. You have serv’d me well,
  And kings have been your fellows.
CLEOPATRA  [Aside to Enobarbus] What means this? 
ENOBARBUS  [Aside to Cleopatra] ’Tis one of those odd tricks which sorrow shoots
  Out of the mind.
ANTONY  And thou art honest too.
  I wish I could be made so many men,
  And all of you clapp’d up together in
  An Antony, that I might do you service
  So good as you have done.
SERVANT      The gods forbid!
ANTONY  Well, my good fellows, wait on me to-night.
  Scant not my cups, and make as much of me
  As when mine empire was your fellow too,
  And suffer’d my command.
CLEOPATRA [Aside to Enobarbus] What does he mean? 
ENOBARBUS [Aside to Cleopatra] To make his followers weep. 
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ANTONY  Tend me to-night;
 May be it is the period of your duty.
 Haply you shall not see me more; or if,
 A mangled shadow. Perchance to-morrow
 You’ll serve another master. I look on you
 As one that takes his leave. Mine honest friends,
 I turn you not away; but, like a master
 Married to your good service, stay till death.
 Tend me to-night two hours, I ask no more,
 And the gods yield you for’t!
ENOBARBUS What mean you, sir,
 To give them this discomfort? Look, they weep;
 And I, an ass, am onion-ey’d. For shame!
 Transform us not to women.
ANTONY  Ho, ho, ho!
 Now the witch take me if I meant it thus!
 Grace grow where those drops fall! My hearty friends,
 You take me in too dolorous a sense;
 For I spake to you for your comfort, did desire you
 To burn this night with torches. Know, my hearts,
 I hope well of to-morrow, and will lead you
 Where rather I’ll expect victorious life
 Than death and honour. Let’s to supper, come,
 And drown consideration.  [Exeunt.
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Or,


King Lear


2. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how Shakespeare 
presents Lear’s state of mind in this extract from Act 3, Scene 4. [40]


Storm still. Enter LEAR, KENT, and Fool.


KENT Here is the place, my lord; good my lord, enter.
 The tyranny of the open night’s too rough
 For nature to endure.
LEAR  Let me alone.
KENT Good my lord, enter here.
LEAR  Wilt break my heart?
KENT I had rather break mine own. Good my lord, enter.
LEAR Thou think’st ’tis much that this contentious storm 
 Invades us to the skin; so ’tis to thee, 
 But where the greater malady is fix’d, 
 The lesser is scarce felt. Thou’dst shun a bear; 
 But if thy flight lay toward the roaring sea, 
 Thou’dst meet the bear i’ th’ mouth. When the mind’s free, 
 The body’s delicate; this tempest in my mind 
 Doth from my senses take all feeling else 
 Save what beats there. Filial ingratitude! 
 Is it not as this mouth should tear this hand 
 For lifting food to’t? But I will punish home. 
 No, I will weep no more. In such a night, 
 To shut me out! Pour on; I will endure. 
 In such a night as this! O Regan, Goneril! 
 Your old kind father, whose frank heart gave all! 
 O, that way madness lies; let me shun that; 
 No more of that.
KENT  Good my lord, enter here.
LEAR Prithee, go in thyself; seek thine own ease. 
 This tempest will not give me leave to ponder 
 On things would hurt me more. But I’ll go in. 
 [To the Fool] In, boy; go first. – You house-less poverty – 
 Nay, get thee in. I’ll pray, and then I’ll sleep. 


      [Exit Fool.


 Poor naked wretches, whereso’er you are, 
 That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm, 
 How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides, 
 Your loop’d and window’d raggedness, defend you 
 From seasons such as these? O, I have ta’en 
 Too little care of this! Take physic, pomp; 
 Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel, 
 That thou mayst shake the superflux to them, 
 And show the heavens more just.
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Or,


Much Ado About Nothing


3. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how Shakespeare 
conveys Leonato’s thoughts and feelings in this extract from Act 5, Scene 1. [40]


ANTONIO If you go on thus, you will kill yourself, 
 And ’tis not wisdom thus to second grief 
 Against yourself.
LEONATO  I pray thee cease thy counsel, 
 Which falls into mine ears as profitless 
 As water in a sieve. Give not me counsel;
 Nor let no comforter delight mine ear 
 But such a one whose wrongs do suit with mine. 
 Bring me a father that so lov’d his child, 
 Whose joy of her is overwhelm’d like mine, 
 And bid him speak of patience; 
 Measure his woe the length and breadth of mine, 
 And let it answer every strain for strain; 
 As thus for thus, and such a grief for such, 
 In every lineament, branch, shape, and form. 
 If such a one will smile and stroke his beard, 
 And sorrow wag, cry ‘hem!’ when he should groan, 
 Patch grief with proverbs, make misfortune drunk 
 With candle-wasters – bring him yet to me, 
 And I of him will gather patience. 
 But there is no such man; for, brother, men 
 Can counsel and speak comfort to that grief 
 Which they themselves not feel; but, tasting it, 
 Their counsel turns to passion, which before 
 Would give preceptial medicine to rage, 
 Fetter strong madness in a silken thread, 
 Charm ache with air and agony with words. 
 No, no; ’tis all men’s office to speak patience 
 To those that wring under the load of sorrow, 
 But no man’s virtue nor sufficiency 
 To be so moral when he shall endure 
 The like himself. Therefore, give me no counsel; 
 My griefs cry louder than advertisement.
ANTONIO  Therein do men from children nothing differ.
LEONATO  I pray thee peace; I will be flesh and blood; 
 For there was never yet philosopher 
 That could endure the toothache patiently, 
 However they have writ the style of gods, 
 And made a push at chance and sufferance.
ANTONIO  Yet bend not all the harm upon yourself; 
 Make those that do offend you suffer too.
LEONATO There thou speak’st reason; nay, I will do so. 
 My soul doth tell me Hero is belied; 
 And that shall Claudio know; so shall the Prince, 
 And all of them that thus dishonour her.
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Or,


Othello


4. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore Shakespeare’s 
presentation of Iago and his attitudes towards Desdemona in this extract from Act 2, Scene 1.


 [40]


 IAGO  First, I must tell thee this: Desdemona is directly 
in love with him.


 RODERIGO With him! Why, ’tis not possible.
 IAGO Lay thy finger thus, and let thy soul be instructed. 


Mark me with what violence she first lov’d the 
Moor, but for bragging and telling her fantastical 
lies. To love him still for prating? – let not thy 
discreet heart think it. Her eye must be fed; and 
what delight shall she have to look on the devil? 
When the blood is made dull with the act of sport, 
there should be – again to inflame it, and to give 
satiety a fresh appetite – loveliness in favour, 
sympathy in years, manners, and beauties – all 
which the Moor is defective in. Now, for want 
of these requir’d conveniences, her delicate 
tenderness will find itself abus’d, begin to heave 
the gorge, disrelish and abhor the Moor; very 
nature will instruct her in it, and compel her to 
some second choice. Now, sir, this granted – as 
it is a most pregnant and unforc’d position – who 
stands so eminent in the degree of this fortune 
as Cassio does? A knave very voluble; no 
further conscionable than in putting on the mere 
form of civil and humane seeming, for the better 
compassing of his salt and most hidden loose 
affection? Why, none; why, none. A slipper and 
subtle knave, a finder-out of occasion; that has 
an eye can stamp and counterfeit advantages, 
though true advantage never present itself; a 
devilish knave! Besides, the knave is handsome, 
young, and hath all those requisites in him that 
folly and green minds look after; a pestilent 
complete knave, and the woman hath found him 
already.


 RODERIGO  I cannot believe that in her; she’s full of most 
blest condition.


 IAGO  Blest fig’s-end! the wine she drinks is made of 
grapes. If she had been blest, she would never 
have lov’d the Moor. Blest pudding! Didst thou 
not see her paddle with the palm of his hand? 
Didst not mark that?


 RODERIGO Yes, that I did; but that was but courtesy.
 IAGO Lechery, by this hand; an index and obscure 


prologue to the history of lust and foul thoughts. 
They met so near with their lips that their 
breaths embrac’d together. Villainous thoughts, 
Roderigo!
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Or,


The Tempest


5. By focusing closely on the linguistic and literary techniques used, explore how Shakespeare 
creates dramatic tension in this extract from Act 2, Scene 1. [40]


 ANTONIO  Here lies your brother,
  No better than the earth he lies upon,
  If he were that which now he’s like – that’s dead;
  Whom I with this obedient steel, three inches of it,
  Can lay to bed for ever; whiles you, doing thus,
  To the perpetual wink for aye might put
  This ancient morsel, this Sir Prudence, who
  Should not upbraid our course. For all the rest,
  They’ll take suggestion as a cat laps milk;
  They’ll tell the clock to any business that
  We say befits the hour.
SEBASTIAN  Thy case, dear friend,
  Shall be my precedent; as thou got’st Milan,
  I’ll come by Naples. Draw thy sword. One stroke
  Shall free thee from the tribute which thou payest;
  And I the king shall love thee.
 ANTONIO  Draw together;
  And when I rear my hand, do you the like,
  To fall it on Gonzalo.
SEBASTIAN  O, but one word.


     [They talk apart.


Re-enter ARIEL, invisible, with music and song.


ARIEL My master through his art foresees the danger
  That you, his friend, are in; and sends me forth – 
  For else his project dies – to keep them living.


   [Sings in Gonzalo’s ear.


While you here do snoring lie,
Open-ey’d conspiracy
   His time doth take.
If of life you keep a care,
Shake off slumber, and beware.
   Awake, awake!


ANTONIO Then let us both be sudden.
GONZALO  Now, good angels
  Preserve the king.   [They wake.
ALONSO Why, how now? – Ho, awake! – 
  Why are you drawn?
  Wherefore this ghastly looking?
GONZALO  What’s the matter?
 SEBASTIAN Whiles we stood here securing your repose,
  Even now, we heard a hollow burst of bellowing
  Like bulls, or rather lions; did’t not wake you?
  It struck mine ear most terribly.
 ALONSO  I heard nothing.
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 ANTONIO O, ’twas a din to fright a monster’s ear,
  To make an earthquake! Sure it was the roar
  Of a whole herd of lions.
ALONSO  Heard you this, Gonzalo?
GONZALO Upon mine honour, sir, I heard a humming,
  And that a strange one too; which did awake me;
  I shak’d you, sir, and cried: as mine eyes open’d,
  I saw their weapons drawn – there was a noise,
  That’s verily. ’Tis best we stand upon our guard,
  Or that we quit this place. Let’s draw our weapons.












Sticky Note

AO2 - introduction attempts to address the question and there is some overview.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - error.



Sticky Note

AO1 - some relevant application of terms.



Line



Sticky Note

Ao2 - some sensible observations.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - misquotes.



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - reasonable but descriptive.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - organisation needs to be stronger. There needs to be a topic sentence which addresses the question.







Sticky Note

AO1 - attempts to link to the question.



Line



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - again terminology needs to be specifically linked to the relevant example.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - some relevant use of terms.AO2 - missed opportunity. Descriptive rather than analytical.



Sticky Note

AO1- would have benefitted from linking back to the question.



Line



Sticky Note

AO3 - basic grasp of context. Needs to be more firmly linked to the text itself.AO2 - more relevant textual support needed.



Line



Sticky Note

AO3 - basic.



Sticky Note

AO1 - relevant.







Sticky Note

AO2 - sensible observations.



Sticky Note

AO1 - uses terms but quoting extract from Section A.



Sticky Note

AO1 - better organisation here. Clear attempt to address the question.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - topic sentence shapes the response.



Line



Sticky Note

AO3 - attempts context but need development.



Line



Sticky Note

AO2 - textual reference is inaccurate.







Sticky Note

AO1/AO2 - attempts to link language to meaning. Reasonable observations on meaning but largely descriptive..                      



Sticky Note

AO1 - relevant topic sentence.



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - some range here.AO2 - sensible exploration of how language creates meaning.



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1 - could be more precise here.



Line



Line



Line



Sticky Note

AO1/Ao2 - sensible.



Line







42



Sticky Note

AO1 – Band 3+    21 marksReasonable use of terms but some errorsAt times needs to be more precise in applying terms (e.g. the modal auxiliary ‘I cannot heave my heart into my mouth’ – quoting the declarative without indicating where the modal verb is)Clear attempt to organise response and focus on the questionMainly accurate use of written expression 



Sticky Note

AO2 – Band 3+    9 marksSome relevant observations but a tendency to lapse into descriptionSome analysis of how language creates meaningMainly sensible reading of the textSome misquoting



Sticky Note

AO3 – Band 2+     12 marksBasic grasp of contextual factors but limited range – mainly implicit Reasonable overview of the text



Sticky Note

Total = 42/80











